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An enhancement in the A Y invariant mass attributed to a Y (1327)

state produced with a (53 - 15) yb cross section (~ 30 % of the S cross

section) in 5 GeV/c ft propane interactions has been reported in aheavy liquid bubble chamber experiment
(2)

(1)
No such effect was found in a

similar experiment , using 2.1 GeV/c K . We report here the results of

a search for this state using the reaction K~p ->• A ir Y where all 3 Y's

are seen and kinematic fitting is used to reduce the background and improve

the resolution.
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Pictures were taken at the CERN PS in a K beam of O.62O to 0.950 GeV/c
0 0

momentum to study the K p + E ir channel in a formation experiment.

The CERN heavy liquid bubble chamber (diameter 120 cm, depth 100 cm, field

26 fcGauss) was filled with a mixture of C,HQ and CF.Br (50 % - 50 % by
3 3 8 3

volume) of density «. 1 g/cm and radiation length - 22 cm. This mixture

allows 10 % interactions on hydrogen and gives 70 % mean Y detection

efficiency. The pictures were scanned twice for the topologies 0 prong ,
o
V nY and the events with 2 <_ n <̂  6 have been measured. The present

results were obtained in a sample of 2O0'O00 pictures with beam momenta

in the range 0.620 to 0.823 GeV/c.

After measurement and spatial reconstruction, the topology was

defined more precisely. The V was retained if it fitted a A coming

from the interaction vertex (3 C fit) with P (X ) > 1 %. The Y's

were required to come from the interaction vertex by comparison of the
+ JL

point to point Y direction with that derived from the e e pair. To reject

bremsstrahlung Y's which appear to come from the interaction vertex, a

minimum angle of 1OO mradians was required between the lines of flight

of any pair of Y's.

2365 events were retained in the A 3 Y category and fig. 1 gives

the AY invariant mass distribution, pairing the A with the Y not

involved in the (YY) mass nearest to the ir mass. The £ peak is

difficult to separate, since it is broadened by the experimental resolution of

* 20 % on the Y momentum and by the effect of wrong pairings of Y's.

There is no evidence for a Y (1327) but the background is too large

to observe a small production cross section.

To obtain a clean sample, we have extracted the interactions on

free protons by fitting the events to the hypothesis :

K" p - A° »° -u
using for the A the momentum given by the previous 3 C fit and trying

the three possible Y combinations.
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286 events fitted with P (x2) > 1 %f 131 with only one Y pairing.

For events where two or three of the y pairings fitted, only the fit with

the best 7C has been retained. Fig. 2 gives the Ay invariant mass computed

from the fitted quantities. The Z peak is clearly seen. Our error

calculations indicate that for a pure electromagnetic decay of a Y (1327)

the width should be similar to that of the 1 . No signal is seen for such

a state.

The background in the 1.30 - 1.5O GeV region is due mainly to
0

events with missing y's. To evaluate this contribution, the A 4 Y

events were fitted to the K p •* A IT TT hypothesis and, after removing

one Yr t o the K p •* Avir Y hypothesis. Further events of the type
" 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

K p -»• A ir v were generated from the A TT TT fits by a Monte Carlo procedure

starting from the fitted IT 'S and assuming an isotropic TT decay. Of these

K~p •*• A°Tr°ir0 events, 66 % fitted also the hypothesis K~p -> A°ir°Y when

one y was ignored. The A 5 Y events were similarly fitted to the
- n 0 Q 0 - .00

K p •* £ TT IT and K p + A ir Y hypotheses. We estimate from the numbers of
successful fits and fr^m the probability of y materialisation, that

36 K p •• A TT TT and 11 K p •+ E v IT events have contributed to figure 2.

The A0 4 y and A0 5 y events that did not fit K~p -»• AOTTOTT0 or K~p •»• Z TT it

have been attributed to interactions in carbon, from which a further 20
- oo

events are estimated to contribute. In addition the fit K p + I ir has

shown that 23 events of this type have in fact a wrong A y pairing in

fig. 2. The solid curve in fig. 2 gives the expected distribution for

these 9O events. Thus all events wi'.h high Ay mass are explained by these

different sources.

The number of K~p -*• Z ir events with 1.16 GeV < (Ay) mass < 1.22 GeV

is 152, where 7 events have been subtracted to correct for a background

coming from K p •* A TT events with an additional spurious y (this background

gives a Ay invariant mass mostly in the low mass region). In a

corresponding 60 MeV mass region around 1.327 GeV after subtracting the

background described above, 0 - 6 events remain, where the error include

25 % uncertainty in the normalisation of the background. Over our K~
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momentum range, an average cross section of 1.75 - 0.20 tnb has been

obtained for the channel K~p •• E°TT° from published results . Thus

with a 90 % confidence level, an upper limit of 90 lib is obtained

T
l

Y

for the cross section for the interaction K p + Y. (1327) ff .

In conclusion, in the channel K**p -> A TT Y# we have no indication

of the existence of any Ay mass enhancement (apart from the E ) in the

1.1 to 1.5 GeV region. The result of the search for Y states which can
O' ••

decay only electro-magnetically (mass below •» 1.330 GeV, threshold for

the Z ir° mode) is.therefore negative.

* (i >

In particular, the Y (1327) already reported is not seen :
its production cross section in the channel K p •* Y t r is less than 90 yb

fl.e. < 5 % of the K~p •*• Z ff° cross section) at a 90 \ ^ confidence

level.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : (Ay) Invariant mass for events 0 prong A 3 y. The

A momentum i3 taken from the A 3 C fit and the Y

momentum is the measured one. One Y is taken per event,

namely the y not involved in the (yy) mass nearest to
o

the IT mass.

Figure 2 : (Ay) invariant mass calculated with the fitted quantities
- oofor events fitting the hypothesis K p •*• A IT y. The solid

curve is the total expected background from

K p (or carbon) -»• A (S ) IT TT events with unseen y's

and from K p •*• E it events with a wrong Ay combination

taken for the K~p + A°n y hypothesis.
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